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Reprinted from the Neio York Medical Journal for

December 3, 1910.

CONCERNING THE PROTEST, BY THE COMMIT
TEE REPRESENTING VARIOUS WOMEN'S
CLUBS, AGAINST PARAGRAPH 79 OE THE
BILL RELATING TO THE PROCEDURES OF
THE LOWER COURTS OF THE CITY OF NEW
YORK.”

By Frederic Bierhofe, M. D„

New York.

It was to be expected that the passage of the

paragraph in question would be followed by pro-

tests from all of those who oppose any and all

attempts to interfere with the rights of the indi-

vidual—even though these be opposed to the rights

of the community—and particularly froni those

who see in the measure an attempt to discriminate

against the female.

In the past few weeks a pamphlet has been

circulated, by the representatives of various wom-

en’s associations, which contains a protest against

paragraph 79, and gives what purport to be argu-

ments in favor of a repeal of the paragraph in

question.

As one of those who appeared before the 1 age

Commission, and whose data, given to the Com-

mission (published, in their completed form in an-

other issue of this Journal)

,

may ha've helped

toward the pas.sage of the paragraph in question, I

feel called upon to discuss this protest,' from the

standpoint of those wdio see a grave menace to the

health of the community in the continuance of the

jiolicv of noninterference wdth the activities of those

ropvright, iqio. 1>\ R. Klliott PulilishinR Company.
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indiscriminate spreaders of venereal diseases—the

individuals whom the paragraph hits—and who feel

that the arguments advanced in support of the pro-

test, are based upon misconceptions or misinforma-
tion.

It is not within the province of the physician to

discuss the constitutionality of the measure. That
is for the judiciary officers of the community to

decide. I believe, however, in view of the power
of the Board of Health to seize and incarcerate any
infected individual, whose being at large and in the

position to spread disease may make that individual

a menace to the health of the community, that the

measure will be found to be constitutional.

Nor is it within the physician’s province to de-

cide upon the morals of the measure.

When, however, any body of men, or women,
discuss the sanitary aspects of the question, and
present arguments in support of their contentions,

which another feels to be fallacious, then it is the

duty of those who know them to be an error, to

protest against their acceptance as truths by the

community.
Within the past five years, I have personally

studied the problem of the possibility of a sanitary

control of prostitution, both in this city and many
of the larger cities of Europe. As a result of these

studies, I do not hesitate to say that, m those cities

in which there is no control, the evils resulting from
prostitution are greater than in those cities in which

a rigid control is exercised.

The claims of the opponents of sanitary control

—that the examinations of prostitutes and the in-

carceration of those found to be infected have not

checked the spread of venereal disease—prove noth-

ing except that the methods of examination and

treatment, which have been employed, have been

Bierhoff: Regulation of Prostitution.

insuflicient. In all of my investigations, I have

found but one city, in which they were all that

modern medical knowledge has the right to demand
—the city of Dresden—and I shall, further on in

this article, refer to the results there achieved.

Until the other cities, employing measures for the

sanitary control of prostitution, shall have given a

full and fair trial to the most modern and most

scientific methods for the detection and treatment

of venereal diseases, it must continue to be unfair

to the supporters of sanitary control, to use the

poor results obtained as an argument against the

attempts to introduce methods which can. ivhcu

properly carried out, achieve so much of good.

Let me take up the arguments advanced by the

protestants, in support of their st^itements. The
first, quotes a statement by Morrow: “It is a great

mistake to suppose that the prostitute is the chief

agent in the spread of venereal disease; the spread

of these diseases in the homes, and families, is prac-

tically always through the agency of the man.”
It would be interesting to learn what were the

investigations upon which Morrow based the first

statement. As a result of my own investigations,

covering a period of more than ten years, I have

come to the conclusion that, in this city as in others.

by far the large majority of z'eiiereal infections are

transmitted by the common prostitute, whether she

be classed as “public,” or as “clandestine” prosti-

tute. Let it be said here, diat the writer under-

stands, under the designation “prostitute,” any fe-

male who, for a financial consideration, or its

equivalent, cohabits with a number of males.

In the second half of the statement, I take excep-

tion to the words “practically always.” Who can

tell definitely, what percentage of venereal disease,

in the female, is due to prenuptial or extramarital

.3
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ill lection? 1 believe it to be much greater than is

usually suiiposed. In the determination of ques-

tions like the present, we may not confine our in-

vestigations to one class of society. \\ e must study

it as it attects all classes.

The second argument, also a quotation from

IMorrow, says: “This system (regulation by medical

examination) has proved to be defective as a sani-

tary scheme. One defect was to consider the pub-

lic prostitute as the chief or only source of conta-

gion. It failed to reach the large body of private

or clandestine prostitutes who are the most danger-

ous sources of contagion. Its fatal weakness was

to ignore the masculine spreader of the contagion

—

as well attempt to prevent the importation of infec-

tious diseases from a plague infected vessel by

C|uarantining the infected women while permitting

the infected men to go free.”

Why have the attempts at sanitary regulation of

prostitution, by means of medical examinations,

proven ineffective ?

First, because the definition of the term “pro-

fessional prostitute” has been so lc»osely construed.

In the German speaking countries—the principal

ones to try the plan for a sanitary control—no

woman can be classed as a professional prostitute

( Gcwerbsmassige Prostituierte) if she can prove

that she derives any part of her earnings from

labor other than prostitution. Only the woman
zvhoUx dependent upon prostitution for her income

can be so classed. It is this provision of the law

which permits the majority of women to escape the

control, even when they are notorious prostitutes

:

and, therefore, to bring about the fact that so large

a proportion of venereal infections are. in foreign

countries, to be ascribed to the “clandestine” pros-

titute. Thev are “common prostitutes,” and are

4
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“clande.'^tine” only in the eyes of the police, since

they cannot be brought under the regulations.

Secondly, because of the diversity in the methods

of examination and treatment of those women who
come under the police control, in the different cities,

or countries. \\ ere they all alike, then comparisons

might be justified.

Thirdly, because of the antiquated character of

the methods of examination and treatment em-

iiloved in manv of the cities.
X m’ ^ ^

Why has the male been ignored, as a factor m
the spreading of venereal disease?

First, because our laws are, as yet, not sufficiently

enlightened to enable us to put the venereal diseases

upon the list of “notifiable diseases,” as we do with

the majority of the other contagious diseases.

When we are enabled to do this, it will become pos-

sible to take greater cognizance of the male source

of contagion.

Secondly, because, owing to purely physical

reasons, the male is less of a factor in the spread-

ing of venereal diseases than is the female, since

he is far less likely to cohabit during the active

stage of any venereal disease. Experience has

shown that, while but a small percentage of males

will do so, the large majority of prostitutes will

continue their indiscriminate cohabitation through-

out their illness, unless forcibly prevented, by in-

carceration in a hospital or prison. Furthermore,

while, on the average, coitus at weekly, or bi-weekly

intervals, is, perhaps, a fair average for the un-

married male, during the period of active sexual

life, the public prostitute cohabits with anywhere

from one to forty males, in the course of the day.

Compare, then, the relative possibilities of the trans-

mission of venereal diseases, between the male and

the female. We must not forget that the public
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prostitute is a zijilfiil spreader of iiijeetion, in that

she persists in her activities even alter she knows

herself to be diseased.

If the police knew that a crime of incendiarism,

or theft, or murder had been committed by a man
and a woman, and had succeeded in laying hands

only upon the woman, would they be justified in

releasing her only because they could not also lay

hands upon the man? If of two cases of cholera,

or plague—one a man, the other a woman—the

quarantine authorities had succeeded in laying

hands only upon the woman, would they be justi-

fied in releasing her, to spread contagion broad-

cast, only because they had not succeeded in arrest-

ing the man ?

The third argument, also a quotation from the

same author’s statements, touches upon the inability

to absolutely check the spread of venereal diseases,

and claims that the one-sidedness of sanitary pre-

ventive measures is opposed to the principles of

equity and justice.

So long as prostitution exists, just so long \vill

venereal diseases be spread. All attempts, which

have hitherto been made, to eradicate prostitution,

have been complete failures, in every sense. Ra-

tional human beings realize that they cannot entire-

ly eradicate prostitution, and that, therefore, they

cannot entirely eradicate venereal diseases. But the

consciousness that we cannot entirely stamp out a

disease does not justify us in completely ignoring

the existence thereof, nor does it stamp as irrational

any intelligent attempt to check, even if only in

part, its spread, or its ravages.

The fourth argument is a quotation of state-

ments by Rally, giving as his reasons against the

medical examination of prostitutes: ‘T. Of two

jmopagators of disease you treat only one. 2. Im-

6
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possible to get more than a small number of women,

for. however strict the regulations, they evade them

in everv possible way. 3. Impossible to examine

anv large numlier often enough to prevent disease

from spreading."

\\'heii women succeed in evading the regulations,

it is because they are shrewder, or more tricky, than

the officials set to catch them. The remedy would

be to appoint brighter ofheials.

The question of making sufficiently frequent ex-

aminations of a small or a large number of indi-

viduals. is chiefly one of the money necessary to

emplov sufficient examiners.

Argument No. 5. by Fiaux, states: ‘If the

women are syphilized, it is because men have syph-

ilized them; man is the ambulant carrier of^ the

poison." This reminds one of the question; “Which

was first, the hen or the egg?" It might be said

that the converse of Fiaux’s statement is also true,

and that, if men are syphilized, it is because women
have svphilized them. It takes two, also, to make

the venereal bargain. There will always be women
who will, for money, or its equivalent, prostitute

themselves.

Arguments 6 to 11, and also 13, 14, 15 >
^6

are similar, in their tenor, to those which have pre-

ceded.

Argument No. 12 is a quotation from the Brus-

sels Conference of 1899 (author not cited), and

states: "The clandestines and minors are the most

dangerous as regards syphilis, while gonorrhcea

may be repeatedly contracted by even the oldest

prostitute :—may be undetected in examination, and

mav be uncured after treatment.”

If clandestines and minors are more dangerous

than the public prostitute, as regards syphilis, then

this mav well be due to the fact that the last men-

/
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tionecl, when found to be syphilitic, is, for the

period of time consumed by her treatment, removed
to a workhouse hospital. It would seem to me that

this is an argument for rather than against sanitary

control.

That gonorrhoea may be repeatedly contracted by
even the oldest prostitute, is, unfortunately, true,

since gonorrhoea does not. like syphilis, produce
immunization. All the more reason, then, why even
the oldest prostitute should be repeatedly examined,
to detect the presence of gonorrhoea.

It is a question whether gonorrhma need ever
escape detection, when a competent, properly

equipped examiner does the work. Certainly a

gonorrhma capable of transmission should rarely,

if ever, escape detection. It is perfectly true that

it may, in a small proportion of such cases, require

repeated examinations to detect the germ. A’hen
a gonorrhoeal infection escapes detection, it is usu-
ally due to an incompetent examiner, or an insuffi-

cient examination,—or both.

If gonorrhoea remains uncured, after treatment,

it is because of incorrect, or insufficient treatment.

It is perfectly true that a large proportion of the

cases of gonorrhoea under treatment remains un-

cured. That is the fault of the treatment, however,
and is not proof that the disease is incurable.

The next subdivision is headed bv the statement

:

‘Syphilis and gonorrhoea are both capable of trans-

mission by ordinary contact, thus the isolation of

convicted prostitutes, a few at a time is futile from
the sanitary standpoint.

Paragraphs 17 to 23. which are advanced in .sup-

port of the above, all emphasize the great danger
of infection with syphilis, through non-venereal
contact. It seems to me that the truth of these

statements, in this respect, should prove, all the

S
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more, the need to proceed vigorously against the

known spreaders of infection,—particularly through

venereal contact,—since they make possible the

non-venereal infections.

Every infected prostitute, who is removed from

her sphere of activity for the time necessary for

adequate treatment of her disease, means a number

of transmissions of infections prevented during the

period of her incarceration. If treated for gonor-

rhea, or chancroid, until cured, she is prevented

from spreading these diseases until she herself

again becomes infected with them. If syphilitic.

.

then, under the terms of paragraph 79, she may be

held for a period up to one year, for treatment of

her syphilis. Even if, during this time, she cannot

be dcfinitdy cured, she can be prevented from do-

ing almost incalculable harm, and, furthermore, as

a "result of proper treatment, the danger of her

transmitting the disease, after her release, may,

also, be greatly diminished.

Should the new remedy, Ehrlich s 606. prove

effective, as it gives every evidence of doing, then

the term of incarceration of the syphilitic prostitute

mieht be verv greatlv reduced, and a cure would

seem possible.

Paragraphs 24 to 30 refer to the difficulty—even

impossibility—of making an accurate diagnosis in

all of these’eases at the first examination.

It used to be true that, owing to imperfections

in technique, and to the fact that we did not know

the specific germ of these diseases, an accurate di-

agnosis was impossible. At the present time,

thanks to recent discoveries^, it is possible—when

the microscopical examinations and the blood tests^

are in competent hands—to make an accurate diag-

nosis in the large majority of cases, at tiie first ex-

aminatioii. and in a conq'iaratively short time. .Vnd

0
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where the condition is such that a diagnosis cannot
he made—when competent examiners only, spe-
cially trained in the methods for the detection of
these diseases, make the examination—it is certain-
ly such that no great damage can be done if the
question is left open for a few days, and if the
prostitute under suspicion is held for observation
during this time—all that would be necessary to

permit the making of further examinations.
The great desideratum, hovcever, is the appoint-

ment only of examiners who are properly ^qualified

for the work.
With the object in vietv that the sense of mod-

esty of the women arrested for prostitution might
not be shocked by their subjection to an examina-
tion by a male examiner—and in order to avoid this

favorite argument of the opponents of control—the

framers of the new law wisely provided that the

examinations be made by female physicians.

Whether these examiners prove ef[ual to the task,

is a matter that remains to be seen. It is a pecu-
liar fact, however, that the prostitutes, in foreign

countries, prefer to be examined by male physicians.

Paragraphs 31 to 53 refer to tin? fact that prac-
tically all prostitutes are. sooner or later, infected

with venereal disease ; that cases supposed to be

cured are only partially so, and, therefore, still hi-

fectious, and that the infective period of these la-

tent cases may extend over many years.

These statements should be used as argument-
in favor of a sanitary control, rather than against it.

It is true that almost all common prostitutes are

vencreally infected, within from one to three years

after beginning their career.

It is true that very many cases ai'e improperly or

imperfectly treated, and are still infectious while

believing themselves to be cured.

f
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It is also true that the infection may last for

years.

Where lies the fault? With the physician as

often as with the patient. But with the teachers of

medicine more than with the practitioners. ’Few
men enter the practice of medicine with an ade-

quate knowledge of venereal diseases. Few occu-

pants of chairs at our medical schools give their

students a scientific, up to date course of instruction

in the methods of diagnosis and treatment of these

diseases. Ribald jokes can never compensate stu-

dents for imperfections in teaching. The recent

great advances in modern medicine entitle us to

demand of our medical schools that their courses
of instruction keep abreast of these advances.
When our medical students and practitioners are
properly instructed in the methods of detecting and
coping with these diseases, then there will be fewer
cases of latent infection and mediate contagion. In

the case of gonorrhoea, nonvenereal infection is a

rarity, except in the case of infants.

I’aragraphs 54 to 60 present arguments in objec-

tion to tlie forced detention of the venereally in-

fected in hospitals, and in favor of their free treat-

ment.

I, too, should prefer to see them treated free, in

our hospitals and dispensaries, and have repeatedly
urged tins measure. Let us see, however, how the
question stands, in this regard, in this city. At
present there are 49 general hospitals in the Greater
City of Xew York. Of these, outside of the hospi-
tals of the Department of Charities, and Bellevue
Hospital itself, only the German. Mt. Sinai. Lin-
coln, Postgraduate, Philanthropin, Red Cross, St.

Mark's. Sydenham, and Williamsburgh hospitals

admit nonpaying venereal patients to their wards
at all.

1

1
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Of 10.536 hospital beds, in the same tenitory,

only about 400 are at all open to venereal patients.

Xot, by any means, reserved for them, but tor all

diseases of the genitourinary organs, and for skin

diseases as well. Of these beds, 336 are in munic-

ipal institutions. And this in a city of almost het

millions of inhabitants ! .

It should be made compulsory for every hospital

receiving financial aid from the city to admit to its

wards patients suffering with venereal diseases.

The institutions already admitting them have suth-

ciently proven that it is possible, with adequate pre-

cautions, to prevent the spread of the contagion to

others. Were the general hospitals opened to \ ene-

real sufferers, the need for the incarcei ation o

the prostitutes might be lessened.

I'he opponents of sanitary control must not torget

that, in' the majoritv of instances, the common

street-walker”—and' it is with this class that we

have chieflv to deal—will not voluntai il\ submit

lierself to hospital or dispensary Ireatment foi a

time sufficiently long to permit a cure to be made,

if that treatment keeps her long away from hei

business. Therefore, to make an adequate ti eat

ment of these individuals possible, they should,

when found to be diseased, be committed to a hos-

pital institution, as the present law provides.

Xot every infected prostitute can be ai rested

and sent away, any more than could every solitary

case of any other infectious disease. However, it

may be held to be true in these as in all other infec-

tious diseases, that every infected individual re-

moved from the possibility of transmitting the dis-

ease to others, means the removal of just so much

of a menace to the health and welfare of the com-

munity.
Paragraphs 61 to 63 pretend to see, in the provi-

I j
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sion that no convicted prostitute found to be dis-

eased may be released from the hospital to which

she has been sentenced until after “the certificate of

a physician of such institution, or of the Department
of Piealth that the prisoner is free of any venereal

disease which is contagious, infectious, or com-
municable,” a license to practise prostitution, and

a certificate of safety for the debauche.

That is untrue. The provision, it is true, is

forced to rely, for its effectiveness, upon the com-
petency and the honesty of the examining officials.

It is intended to prevent the premature release of

individuals still capable of transmitting disease, and
can in no way be honestly construed into a license.

It is primarily and solely a safeguard for the com-
munity.

The certificate is to the court, and not to the in-

dividual. It forms a part of the court records of

the case, and does not become the property of the

released prostitute. Therefore she can make no use

of it.

Paragraphs 64 to 81 refer to the failure of “po-

lice regulation” of prostitution, and see, in this bill,

a beginning of a regulation system.

In view of the utter inability to secure accurate

data concerning the prevalence of venereal diseases,

in any city or country, all statements concerning
the value or lack of value of “police regulation” of

prostitution must be accepted as unauthoritative

statements, based solely upon individual opinions.

And these opinions are, almost invariably, based

upon the individual’s attitude with reference to

regulation, or abolition, rather than upon personal

study of the problems themselves.

It must be conceded that police regulation, as it

is carried out in foreign countries, must result in

an increase in clandestine prostitution, because the
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measures employed in these countries are purely

police measures, and not employed primarily as

sanitary measures. It is the police side of the ques-

tion which is uppermost, and that is the feature

most feared and hated by the prostitutes.

And yet, if one compares those cities in which

the prostitutes are segreg-ated with those in which

this is not the case, one is quickly impressed with

the freedom from flagrant solicitation upon the

streets in the former.

Again, in each city, there are different regula-

tions. and different methods of examination and

treatment—and those not always such as modem
science has the right to demand. Even if they

were all alike—as they should be—it would take a

number of years before any definite statement

could be made with regard to their actual value.

The problem is one which cannot be solved in a

day. or a year. It will require many years of earn-

est effort to make even an impression upon the evil

;

but that fact does not justify us in ignoring the

fearful toll annually exacted from the community

by venereal diseases. Even if we can only de-

crease it by a little, we shall have done something

of benefit.

The present policy of ignoring the existence of

the problem has been responsible for the steady in-

crease of disease and suffering.

The opponents of the bill offer no substitute

which takes these facts into consideration.

Paragraphs 82 to 92 draw attention, very cor-

rectly. to the fearful extent and the terrible rav-

ages of venereal diseases
;
yet the opponents of the

bill seem to see therein an argument against the

bill, because it cannot hope to absolutely eradicate

the evils which it was intended—even, if only par-

14
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tially, as was recognized by its sponsors—to com-

bat.

They have truthfully said

:

That venereal diseases are the only ones trans-

mitted in full virulence to innocent children and

equally innocent wives. That most cases of loco-

motor ataxia are traceable to syphilis, and that al-

most all the paralyses in men under forty come

from this affection.

That New York city is estimated to have 200,000

syphilitic subjects and probably four times as many
gonorrhoeics.

That the most serious results of syphilis appear

years after its acquisition, and that it may attack

any organ of the body.

That syphilis is responsible for a vast number of

results reported under other names, and probably

is surpassed in deadliness only by tuberculosis.

That it is estimated that forty-two per cent, of

all gonorrhoeal cases are sterile.— (They probably

meant in females.)

That gonorrhoea is believed to be accountable for

more than forty per cent, of barrenness in childless

marriages.

That eighty per cent, of cases of ophthalmia ne-

onatorum are of gonorrhoeal origin, and twenty-five

per cent, of all total blindness in this country is due

to the gonococcus.

That it is estimated that 50,000 new cases of

svphilis occur each year in New York city.

’ That while all prostitutes are corisidered^ gonor-

rhoeic subjects, every fourth one is qualified to

transmit svphilis.

That New York City acknowledges between 40,-

000 and 50.000 prostitutes.

And upon the basis of these appalling facts, they

oppose the attempt to render innocuous a part, at

15
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least, of these lo.ooo to 12,500 syphilitic prosti-

tutes. these 40,000 to 50.000 gonorrhoeics

!

Paragraphs 93 to 99 lay stress upon the fact that

continence is compatible with health, and refer to

the moral prophylaxis of venereal diseases, and the

prevention of prostitution, and are used to support

the contention that the present law recognizes re-

sults only, and not causes, and busies itself with

palliation, and not prevention.

The question whether absolute continence is com-
patible with perfect health is one which depends,

for its decision, upon the nature of the individual.

It is perfectly true that there are individuals—par-

ticularly those in whom the sexual instinct is not

well developed—in whom absolute sexual conti-

nence is perfectly compatible with perfect health.

Upon the other hand, however, those of us who
have frequent opportunity to study the sexual func-

tion, and its abnormalities, are fully cognizant of

the fact that there is a very large part of humanity
—the major part, I do not hesitate to say—in whom
absolute continence is distinctly harmful. We must
consider, in the decision of this ([uestion, not only

the individual who is in the hapjiy position of be-

ing able to marry as soon as the sexual function is

fully matured but also those males and females who
are not thus situated. It may be an easy matter

—

and is the proper thing to do—for an individual to

remain continent until the 21st or 25th year; but

it will be an entirely different proposition for the

same individual to do so during the entire term of

his sexual life. It may be an utter impossibility for

another individual to remain continent, even until

his majority, and attempts to do so may lead to

disaster, and turn the normal desires into abnor-

mal, or perverted channels.

Xo hard and fast rule, which shall be universal
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in its application, can be made with regard to any
physical function. The individual element enters

too stronglv into the matter. It is easy for the sex-

ually frigid, or the superannuated, to attempt to

make rules to govern the hot blood of youth
;
but

these rules cannot always be carried out.

I would not be understood as denying the value

of instruction of our youth to be continent and
chaste. I do, however, deny the possibility of a

universal application of these teachings.

Prostitution is a product of social conditions,

which has been in existence since the earliest days

of which we have any history. It is a product of

social and economic causes which no legislation can
abolish. Xo laws can force men and women to be

all alike in their natural impulses, nor in their pow-
ers to resist these. While societv mav—and should
-—try. by educational means, to lead men and
women to a better understanding of their moral
obligations toward each other, and toward the com-
munity. no laws can compel this understanding,

and its observance.

Prostitution will continue to exist, and with its

existence there will be a continuance of the ills con-

sequent upon it. It cannot be legislated out of ex-

istence, nor can the ills. The most that legishtion

can do is to attempt to decrease, in a measure, open

and flagrant solicitation, upon the streets
;
to pro-

tect the young, innocent, and inexperienced from
contamination by hardened offenders

;
and to pro-

tect the health of the community, guilty and inno-

cent alike.

According to the recent statement of the presi-

dent of the Board of Police Magistrates, who is in

the position to know whereof he speaks, the present

law has. so far, proved to he anything but a failure.

In the interest of fairness, I recently wrote to

T7
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Mr. Kottig, police president of Dresden, a city in

which, for the past few years, adequate examina-

tion and treatment of prostitutes, according to th.e

demands of modern science, have been employed.

Through the kindness of this gentleman. I have

been informed as follows, by Police Surgeon Dr.

Winkler, the gentleman having these examinations

in charge

:

‘T am sorry that the shortness of the time avail-

able"— (T had asked for an answer, if possible, by

(October twelfth)—“makes it impossible to give you

the information vou desired, since the entire mate-

rial, whose publication is intended for the Inter-

national Hygienic Ex])osition of next year, is .-till

in course of preparation. On the whole, however,

I am in the position to inform you that, since the

introduction of those methods of ex:amination

which you saw with ns, the number of cases of dis-

ease has become so exceedingly small {vcrschivin-

dend klciii) that no earnest objection could possi-'

bly any longer be advanced against the justifiability

of our regulations."

Until the opponents of the present law can oftUr

a substitute, which shall give promise of greater

possibilities for good than do the present provisions,

they might better reserve their opposition until the

present law shall have been fully and fairly tried,

and proved a failure.

10 West Sixty-first Street.
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